**Lenten Reflections**

During the recent Faculty/Staff Retreat, the participants created an overview that enables quiet and brief reflection on Mission Living. This Season of Lent invites us to moments of quiet; moments of self-evaluation; moments for deeper growth….perhaps moments of MISSION LIVING REFLECTION.

- What does treating my colleagues as an equal look like *today*?
- What is feeding my soul *today*?
- What one aspect of my position am I grateful for *today*?
- What have I done –or can I do- to support someone *today*?
- Do I view my position *today* as a job or as a mission; an opportunity; a positive challenge?
- Can I have enough empathy *today* to put myself in the shoes of our students…to remember what it’s like to have limited knowledge, to have different priorities, to be learning something for the first time?